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ABSTRACT

The aims of this study were to investigate drying defect characteristics, to develop proper drying schedule,

and to analyze the relationship between the developed drying schedule and its wood properties. This study used

superior and conventional teak wood of ten years-old planted in Blora,  Central Java. Sample from different

axial positions (bottom and middle part) and different board thicknesses (20 mm and 40 mm) were taken.

Drying schedule was developed in accordance to Terazawa method, which dried the sample for 72 h at a

temperature of 100 °C. Initial moisture content, crack, collapse, and honeycombing were observed to

determine the proper drying schedule. The developed drying schedule then was related to their characteristics,

such origin of the seedling, thickness, density, and heartwood percentage. The proper scheduled was also

applied in larger sample and evaluated. The results showed that there were five variations of drying schedule

for superior and conventional teak wood. Chi square analysis indicated that the board thickness affect

significantly on developing drying schedules. Boards with a thickness of 20 mm can be dried with an initial

temperature of 70 °C, the wet bulb depression 7°C, and the final temperature of 105°C. Further, boards with a

thickness of 40 mm should be dried with a softer drying schedule with an initial temperature of 60°C, wet bulb

depression temperature of 4 °C, and the final temperature of 85°C. Application of the selected drying schedule

was succeed without any significant defects.
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INTISARI

Tujuan dari penelitian ini adalah mengetahui karakteristik cacat pengeringan, skedul pengeringan yang

sesuai, variasi ketebalan papan serta beberapa sifat kayunya terhadap skedul pengeringan. Penelitian ini

menggunakan kayu jati prospektif unggul dan konvensional umur 10 tahun dari Blora, Jawa Tengah dengan

letak aksial yang berbeda (pangkal dan tengah) serta ketebalan papan masing-masing 20 mm dan 40 mm.

Penyusunan skedul pengeringan menurut metode Terazawa, dengan pengeringan selama 72 jam pada suhu

100°C. Parameter yang diamati yaitu kadar air awal, cacat retak, kolaps, dan honeycombing. Cacat yang

terjadi digunakan untuk penyusunan skedul pengeringan. Skedul pengeringan selanjutnya diuji hubungannya

dengan sumber asal bibit, ketebalan, berat jenis, dan persen kayu terasnya. Skedul pengeringan yang paling

sesuai selanjutnya diujicoba dan dievaluasi. Berdasarkan hasil penelitian, diajukan lima skedul pengeringan.

Hasil analisis chi square menunjukkan bahwa ketebalan papan memiliki hubungan signifikan terhadap variasi 

skedul pengeringan. Papan dengan ketebalan 2 cm dapat dikeringkan dengan suhu awal 70°C, depresiasi bola

basah 7°C, dan suhu akhir 105°C. Selanjutnya, papan dengan ketebalan 4 cm perlu dikeringkan dengan skedul 

yang lebih lunak dengan suhu awal 60°C, depresiasi suhu bola basah 4°C, dan suhu akhir 85°C. Hasil uji

aplikasi menunjukkan hasil yang memuaskan dengan cacat yang tidak signifikan. 

Kata kunci: unggul, jati, skedul pengeringan, inferior, kayu.



INTRODUCTION

Teak (Tectona grandis L.f) wood is one of the

most important plantation species in Indonesia,

especially in Java, due to its strength, natural

durability and aesthetic qualities (Pandey and

Brown, 2000). However, the gap between supply and 

demand of teak wood has been widening. Decreasing 

teak wood supply due to massive illegal logging in

the last two decades contributed to reducing total teak 

wood production (Siswamartana, 2005). Teak tree

breeding program in Indonesian has been developing

to produce more productive teak trees, including in

the State Forest Enterprise (PERHUTANI), which is

the biggest forest company in Java. Superior clones

of teak, which is called Jati Plus PERHUTANI,

shows good performance on growth characteristics,

such as diameter, height, stem form, compare to

conventional one (Na`iem, 2000), therefore, has been 

selected and established in wider plantations area.

As the growth rate is increasing, it is possible to

harvest or utilize the trees in the younger age.

However, shorter rotations might show higher

proportion of juvenile wood, reaction wood some

inferior quality, very high growth stresses, and low

dimensional stability (Maeglin, 1987; Mujumdar,

2014; Listyanto and Nichols, 2009; and Listyanto et

al. 2010b).  In addition, teak is also considered as

wood with low permeability (Ahmed and Chun,

2011). These inferior wood quality become

constraints for producing high quality wood products 

for more competitive markets. 

Wood drying is an important step for preparing

products that require the timber to be a stable state in

use. One of the important factors in wood drying is

proper drying schedule. Drying schedule can be

defined as series of dry and wet-bulb temperatures

that establish the temperature and relative humidity

in a kiln and are applied at various stages of a drying

process (Simpson, 1991). Even though there are

various drying schedules for teak wood such as

developed by Simpson (1996) and Listyanto et al.

(2010a), however, those drying schedules may not be 

proper for wood with cut from younger teak trees,

which show high portion of juvenile wood. For

example, there are undesirable features in juvenile

wood of Pinus spp., such as higher amount of

compression wood and lower basic density that

potentially cause problem with crook, bow, and

collapse during higher temperature drying (Keey et

al., 2000). 

The proper schedule is important so that the

drying stresses do not exceed the strength of the

wood at any given temperature and moisture content,

otherwise, the wood crack either on the surface or

internally, or be crushed by forces that collapse the

wood cells (Simpson, 1991). Wood Drying Working

Party suggested to develop drying schedule to

improve better drying quality (Vermaas, 1983)

especially in tropical countries, which have many

species variations (Simpson, 1992). One of the  rapid

methods to develop drying schedules was initiated by 

Terazawa (1965), which showed the satisfaction

results to develop proper drying schedule (Ilic and

Hillis, 1986; Jankowsky, 1992). Developing drying

schedules should consider wood properties

variations within a species (Boone et al., 1988).

Density, heartwood percentages, lumber size play

important role in developing drying schedule

(Durand, 1985; Simpson, 1996). Different lumber

thickness is also considered influence on developing

drying schedule due to the severe moisture gradient

between surface and centre specimen may occur

during the process. 

The aims of this study were to develop drying

schedule of superior (clonal seed) and conventional

(seedling seed) teak and to analyze the relationship
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between seed orchards (clonal and seedling seed) and 

drying schedule; the relationship between lumber

thickness and developed drying schedule; and the

relationship between developed drying schedule and

its wood properties. Proper drying schedules were

then applied to board with having higher length and

were evaluated for their drying qualities. The

selected drying schedules are important to company

that will use woods which harvested from younger

age, especially around ten years old.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A total of twelve logs of superior and conven-

tional teak of ten years old teak (Tectona grandis

L.f.) harvested from plantation forest in Forest

Management Unit Randublatung, in Blora, Central

Java. A total of 34 samples in two different

thicknesses, which were 20 x 100 mm and 40 x 100

mm in width and thickness, and 300 mm in length,

were cut from both superior and conventional teak

wood. All specimens were dried in the oven with

temperature of 103°C for 72 h in accordance to the

method initiated by Terazawa (1965). The specimens 

were weighed and measured. Checks and collapse

were investigated and measured. Honeycombing

defects were observed by cutting in the middle part of 

the sample. Level of checks, collapse, and

honeycombing were scaling based on Table 1. The

most severe defect was used for primary indicator to

select initial temperature, wet bulb depression and

final temperature (Table 2). Drying schedule was

developed based on Table 3. The detailed procedure

can be seen in Terazawa (1965) which was modified

and adjusted by Jankowski (1992).

Specific gravity and heartwood percentages of

each sample were also measured. Wood density was

determined in accordance to BS 373 (1957). Specific

gravity and heartwood percentage were classed

based on statistical method in which equation was as

follows :

N = 1+3.3 log n, where N is number of class and n is 

       total used sample.                    ....................(1)   

 The length of class was determined by dividing

the distance between maximum and minimum value

of parameters by the number of class. The

relationship between type teak wood properties and
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Level of defects  
Checks Collapse

 
(A-B) (mm)

Honeycomb 
End checks (mm) Surface check (mm)

1 0 ~0,3 No
2 0,3 ~0,5 1~2

3 0,5 ~ 0,8 3~4

4 0,8 ~ 1,2 5~7

5 1,2 ~ 1,8 8~10

6 1,8 ~2,5 >10

7 2,5~ 3,5
 

8

No check
L<10  
W<0,8
L>10  
W<0,8 
L<10  

0.8 <W<1.5
L>10  

0.8 <W<1.5
L>10  

W<0.8 
L>10 

 

W<0.8 
L>10 

 

W<0.8 

No check 
L<50  
W<0.5  
5 < L<100 
1 <W<1.5 
L<150  
W<1.5  

L>150  

W>1.5  

L>150  

W>1.5 
 

L>150 
 

W>1.5 
 

L>150 
 

W>1.5 
 > 3,5

 

Table 1. Classification of defects based on Terazawa  and modified by Jankowski . 

Note: L is length and W is Width.



the developed drying schedule was analyzed by chi

square test. Selected schedules were applied in longer 

samples (600 mm) and 12 replications.  The level of

checks, collapse, honeycomb and warping were

observed as parameters of drying quality to evaluate

the selected schedule. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results showed that there are various specific

gravity, heartwood percentage, level of checks,

collapse and honeycomb of superior and

conventional teak with the thickness of 20 and 40 mm 

(Table 4). Based on the Table 4, there were five

variations of drying schedules for superior and

conventional teak lumber. However, the most

recommended drying schedule for teak lumber for

both from superior and conventional teak was the

schedule with an initial temperature of 70°C, wet

bulb depression 7°C (Relative Humidity 69%) and

final temperature 105°C. The detailed drying

scheduled is presented in Table 5. This schedule is

more severe than drying schedule of teak developed

by Boone et al. (1988) and drying schedules of teak

developed by Listyanto et al. (2010b). Therefore,

application with this drying schedule cause more

rapid drying with minimum degrade compare to that

developed by Boone (1988) and Listyanto et al.

(2010b). The drying schedule can be set up more

severe because the lumber showed insusceptibility

from defects such as checks and collapse. The

insusceptibility might be due to the better moisture

diffusion during drying process, which reduces the
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Type of defects
  Drying schedule

(°C)
Grade of defects 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  

Checks  Initial temperature  70  65  60  55  53  50  47  45
Wet bulb depression  6.5  5.5  4.3  3.6  3.0  2.3  2.0  1.8
Final temperature  95  90  85  83  82  81  80  70

Collapse  Initial temperature  70  66  58  54  50  49  48  47
Wet bulb depression  6.5  6.0  4.7  4,0  3.6  3.3  2.8  2,5
Final temperature  95  88  83  80  77  75  73  70

Honeycombing  Initial temperature  70  55  50  49  48  45  -  -  
Wet bulb depression 

 
6.5

 
4.5

 
3.8

 
3.3

 
3.0

 
2.5

 
-

 
-  

Final temperature 
 

95
 

83
 

77
 

73
 

71
 
70

 
-

 
-  

Table 2. Classification of initial temperature, wet bulb depression and final temperature  based on level 
              of checks, collapse and honeycombing based on Terazawa (1965).

Moisture 
Content (%)  

Step of temperature based on moisture content (°C)

35  40  45  50  55  60  65  70  80  85  

Green – 40  35  40  45  50  55  60  65  70  85  90
 

40-35 35  40  45  50  55  60  65  75  90  100

 35-30 35  40  45  50  58  65  65  80  95  110

 30-25 35  43  48  55  63  70  70  85  100  120

 25-20 38  48  53  60  68  75  80  95  110  120

 20-15 40  53  58  65  70  80  85  105  120  120

 15-10 45  60  65  70-80  70-80  80-90  85-90  105  120  120

 
<10 55  60  65  70-80  70-80  80-90  85-90  105  120  120

Table 3. Drying schedule based on misture content



different moisture distribution between surface and

inside part. Rapid drying is important to reduce

required energy and production cost, which increase

economical benefit.

Chi square analysis indicate that lumber thickness 

has significant relationship with drying schedule (ë =

23, df = 4, á = 0.05). The percentage of the drying

samples that distribute in different level of the drying

schedule due to different lumber thickness can be

seen in Figure 1. Generally, drying schedule of teak

lumber with thickness of 20 mm is more severe than

that of 40 mm. The suggested schedule of teakwood

with thickness of 40 mm is the schedule with an

initial temperature of 60°C, wet bulb depression 4°C

(Relative Humidity 56%) and final temperature

85°C. The detailed drying schedules can be seen in

Table 6 and 7. Therefore, teak lumber was not

allowed to be set up more severe because the higher

percentage of the sample susceptible with checks and 

collapse (Terazawa et al., 1984). 

It is important to investigate the relationship

between developed drying schedule and wood

properties. Specific gravity and heartwood

percentage are part of wood properties, which might
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Seed Origin
 

Thickness
 

Replication
 

Specific 
gravity

 

Heartwood 
Percentage

 
(%)

 

Level of Defects

CChecks olaps Honeycomb

Superior  20 mm 1 0.51 9.59 1 1 1
  2 0.50 9.49 1 1 1
  3 0.49 11.97 1 1 1
  4 0.55 11.84 1 1 1
  5 0.51 14.6 1 1 1
  6 0.52 7.23 1 1 1
  

7
 

0.52
 

7.18
 

1 1 1
  

8
 

0.53
 

24.18
 

1 1 1 
40 mm

 
1

 
0.51
 

13.16
 

1 1 1  
2

 
0.5

 
13.12
 

3 1 2  
3

 
0.49
 

14.38
 

3 1 1  
4

 
0.55
 

12.1
 

3 1 1  

5
 

0.51
 

8.44
 

1 1 1  

6

 

0.52

 

9.59

 

1 1 2  

7

 

0.52

 

13.23

 

2 1 1  

8 0.53 25.4 3 1 1

Conventional

 

20 mm

 

1

 

0.47

 

61.54

 

1 1 1
  

2

 

0.5

 

57.13

 

1 2 2
  

3

 

0.57

 

64.87

 

1 2 1
  

4

 

0.5

 

57.51

 

1 1 1
  

1

 

0.54

 

45.23

 

1 1 1
  

2

 

0.57

 

40.69

 

1 1 1

  

3

 

0.51

 

64.58

 

1 1 1

  

4

 

0.5

 

48.1

 

1 1 1

  

20 mm

 

1

 

0.58

 

76.68

 

3 1 1

  

2

 

0.51

 

85.65

 

2 1 2

  

3

 

0.48

 

97.05

 

3 1 1

  

4

 

0.51

 

85.06

 

3 1 1

  

5

 

0.64

 

50.82

 

3 1 1

  

6

 

0.51

 

37.69

 

3 1 1

  

7

 

0.51

 

25.33

 

2 1 1

  

8

 

0.49

 

38.19

 

3 1 1

Table 4. Table of specific gravity, heartwood percentage, level of checks, collapse and honeycomb of superior 
              and conventional teak with the thickness of 20 and 40 mm.
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No Schedule Code Initial Temperature 
(°C) 

Drying schedule parameters

Wet Bulb Depression 
              (°C)  

Final Temperature 
(°C) 

1 S1 55 80

2 S2 60 85

3 S3 65 90

4 S4 66 88

5
 

S5
 

70
 

3.5

4

5

7

7 105

Table 5. Five variation of drying schedule for superior  and conventional teak.

Fig. 1 Distribution of schedule groups of superior and conventional teak wood

MC (%) Dry bulb (°C) Wet bulb depression (°C) Relative humidity (%) EMC (%) 

Green-30 70  7 63 71 

30-28  80  10 70 64 

28-26  85  14 71 54 

26-24  85  20 65 41 

24-22  95  25 70 30 

22-20  95  30 65 27 

20-18  105  30 75 30 

18-16
 

105
 

30 75
 

30
 

16-14
 

105
 

30 75
 

30
 

14-12
 

105
 

30 75
 

30
 

Equalizing and conditioning

Table 6. Recommended drying schedule for teak with the thickness of 20 mm

Note: MC = moisture content, EMC = equilibrium moisture content



have important role on developing drying schedule.

In this study, the variation of specific gravity was

between 0.46 and 0.65 while heartwood variation

was between 7.2 % and 97%. However, this study

showed that there is no significant relationship (ë =

20, df = 20, á = 0.05) between developed drying

schedule and both wood properties. Therefore, it can

be stated that teak wood lumber with variation of

specific gravity and heartwood percentage similar

with the range in this study are allowed to put in one

kiln drying with the schedule level of five. This result 

corresponds to the results by Listyanto (2010a) but

contrary with the study of Zhang et al. (1996) and

Taghiyari et al. (2014)  that higher density should be

separated with the lower density in drying process

because of different level of drying rate and defects.

Changing of specific gravity in this study was not

enough as important factor affecting developed

drying schedule. 

The application test of suggested drying schedule

for teakwood with the thickness of 20 and 40 mm

showed that the drying rate of lumber with thickness

of 20 mm was higher than that of 40 mm (Figure 2).

The level of checks, collapse, honeycomb and

warping, were also fine (Table 8). Subsequently, it is
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Fig.2. Drying rate of teak lumber with two different thickness.

MC (%) Dry Bulb 
(°C)  

Wet bulb depression 
(°C)  

Relative Humidity 
(%)  

EMC (%)

40-30 60  4  56  81

30-28 70  5.5  64.5 77

28-26 70  8  62  68

26-24 75  13  62  54

24-22 75  17  58  43.5

22-20 75  
21  54  38

20-18 80  
25  55  30

18-16 80  
25-30 50-55 30

16-14 80-90 25-30 55-60 30

14-12 80-90 25-30 55-60 30

Equalizing and conditioning

Table 7. Recommended drying schedule for teak with the thickness of 40 mm

Note: MC = moisture content, EMC = equilibrium moisture content



recommended that the suggested developed drying

schedule could be used for both superior and

conventional teak with certain thickness lumber.  

CONCLUSIONS

There were five variations of drying schedule for

superior and conventional teak wood. Chi square

analysis indicated that the board thickness affects

significantly on developing drying schedules. Boards 

with a thickness of 20 mm can be dried with an initial

temperature of 70 °C, the wet bulb depression 7°C,

and the final temperature of 105 °C. Meanwhile,

boards with a thickness of 4 cm should be dried with

a softer drying schedule with an initial temperature of 

60 °C, wet bulb depression temperature of 4 °C, and

the final temperature of 85 °C. Application of the

suggested drying schedule was succeed without any

significant defects.
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Drying rate 

(% / h) 

Defects  

Cupping  Bowing  Twisting  
Check

End check Surface Split

2 cm 1.39 1  1-2  1-2  0  0  0  
4 cm 0.7 1  1-2  1-2  0  1-2 cm  0  

Table 8. Drying rate and defects of teak lumber with two different thicknesses.
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